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Bamboo sleeping bag, £98,
littleearthbaby.com
I’m completely obsessed with this
revolutionary organic sleeping
bag from Little Earth Baby. It’s
thermoregulating, so it keeps
their temperature safe and I love
the fact that it has 100 per cent
bamboo wadding inside, making
it truly organic. The brand had a
pop-up in Notting Hill a few
months ago and everything sold
out within days!

WHERE TO GO

My husband’s birthday is at
the end of December and
something the children love
doing with him is visiting the
reindeer. You’ll find them in
Covent Garden every year for
petting sessions on Saturdays
between noon and 4pm, or at
ZSL London Zoo. It’s always
a great photo opportunity
and it’s quite a sweet family
winter tradition to keep up.
zsl.org/zsl-london-zoo

t this time of year, I love
nothing more than wrapping
up warm and going out on
long walks with the family before
snuggling up by the fire to watch a
movie. One of my favourite things is
filling up the bird table outside our
kitchen window each morning. My
daughter leaves a little bowl of warm
water for the robins to have a bit of
a bath in.
My little one’s doing really well
with his weaning. To make life easier
for me, I batch cook on Sundays
using the lovely root vegetables from
the garden. The baby loves them
as snacks and the rest of the family
have them with fish, chicken or pies.
They’re full of nutrients and really
easy to make. Enjoy!
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Energise Me supplements,
from £9.99, gpnutrition.com
During the winter months, I
always feel a bit more tired that
usual, so I’m going to start a
course of Energise Me by GP
Nutrition, which counteracts
fatigue and restores vitality. As a
family we load up on probiotics
with our morning smoothies, so
I’m feeling ready for anything!

Fleece jacket, £135, ilgufo.com
I absolutely had to get this
adorable little teddy fleece
jacket from Il Gulfo for my
youngest – I only wish the other
two children would play ball and
wear matching ones!
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